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AwF Global

- Strategic Plan
- Volunteers (Secretariat)
- Aquaculture Learning Centres
- Women’s Network (Secretariat)
- Global Schools/Students Network
- Indigenous Network
- Funding – Global Industry Development Network (GIDN); Volunteers for Economic Growth Alliance (VEGA); Donations
- Communications
- Establish satellite AwF’s – Australia, Korea, Mexico, UK, etc
- Affiliations – WAS, AAHM
Strategy

- Vision & Communicate
- Plan & Communicate
- Collaborate & Communicate
- Funding & Communicate
- Action & Communicate
- Promote & Communicate
AwF Mexico

Aquaculture Learning Centre’s
LA PESCA & LAGUNA MORALES
VISTA HERMOSA
TONCUL - TAMPICO
The Global Biotechnology Transfer Foundation (GBTF)
To create an Aquaculture Centre which would include:

- an efficient sustainable working farm facility which would produce and harvest fish for commercial sale
- an aquaculture learning centre where skills and education will be taught and will have linkages to Grimsby Institute Group – the main teaching areas are aquaculture, nutrition (human and animal), basic business and entrepreneurial skills.
- AwF link to engage people from overseas in gaining working experience, knowledge and skills with the aim that we duplicate such a Centre in as many developing countries as possible.
- an aquaculture technology and innovation science park which would encourage aquaculture and marine biotechnology research organisations to engage and will have linkages to Humber
- linkages to the processing community in the Grimsby Cluster assisting in the building of distribution networks that help producers access bigger markets.
- opportunity for schools and public to visit and see and learn about aquaculture
- linkages to UK Aquatic Animal Health Program (AAHP) and investigate opportunities for this to become either a centre or to have strong linkages with a such a centre in Lincolnshire.
- linkage to AwF networks – Global Schools/Students (GSSN) and Women (WN).
- this Centre becoming the ‘keystone’ to all aquaculture activities in England and enable businesses to share knowledge, information and operational know-how in order to lower the difficulty of farming and allow time and attention for more creative and growth-oriented strategies.
- engaging the insurance and financial sectors to develop better strategies for risk mitigation and improved dialogue for how fish farming can lower its risk profile.
- emerging areas of aquaculture e.g. biomarine technology, medical research, etc. are to be encouraged to engage and use the Centre as an ‘aquaculture incubator’ to bring ideas and concepts to an ‘aquaculture think tank’
The purpose of this memorandum of understanding is to express our intent to work collaboratively on:
1) The creation of an Aqua Learning Centre within Malaysia with the purpose of educating and upskilling locals, and people from around the region, especially assisting the poor/disadvantaged in alleviating poverty & malnutrition;
2) The establishment or introduction of aqua training programs within technical and vocational education and training (TVET) and science, technology, engineering and mathematics education (STEM);
3) Developing a plan for the establishment of an international certification program for employees within the Aquaculture and Seafood industries.
4) A conference that will take place in Malaysia in 2015 that will have specific track dedicated to the development of the Aquaculture industry in Malaysia
Main Interest
Australia Activities

- Silent Auction at WAA14 Adelaide
- AwF Awareness (HVTTC Tasmania)
- Establishment of AwF Aust & Board
- Board Meeting
- MoU’s with Deakin Uni and CERES Global (7 centres)
- ACIAR
- Projects - Uni of Canberra and DFaT (India)
Indigenous
Update from Jeju

- Paul – Volunteers
- Bibha/Arlene – Women’s Network
- Travel Grants – APC
- USA – Kevin Fitzsimmons
- New Board AwF from 1 July
- Cambodia
- India
- Korea
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THANK YOU....

WE LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH YOU ALL IN SHARING OUR KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERTISE WITH THOSE NOT SO FORTUNATE AS OURSELVES

AwF is YOUR connection to assisting the poor and hungry so PLEASE get involved
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